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Never Before Has Sales Letter Generation Been So Incredibly Easy "Unearth the Massive Advantage that

Owning this Sales Letter Generator Will Bestow On You and Your Business Efforts In" Who needs a Guru

when you have a Sales Letter Creator that is just as good or better? After I take you through a quick

overview of how to use the remarkable Sales Letter Creator, I will also ensure that you are equipped and

able to take every step that comes after. By providing the relevant information that you will need, this is

made simple and fast. No doubt youll wonder what you ever did without this powerful sales letter

generator, and that is just the beginning. Dear Internet Marketer, Everybody knows that a compelling

sales letter is the key to a successful Internet business. Without a sales letter that swoons your reader

and persuades them to buy, you're pretty much doomed to cyber poverty forever, and I mean that literally.

That's how important it is to have an effective sales letter. The Problem With Writing Sales Letters... For

marketers who hate to write, spending hours putting together sales letters from scratch is torture! The

problem is that writing a sales letter is hard. It takes time and the copy need to be great to get people to

take action. Nothing stops sales dead in it's tracks faster than poorly written sales letters. Your sales letter

is your digital salesman and if it does a terrible job, you can say goodbye to any chances of you making

even $1 online. Whether you want your website visitor to opt in to your newsletter or make a purchase, it

all depends on how well your sales letter 'sells'. If you're like me then you probably dread the idea of

starting out to create a new sales letter from scratch, or craft a web page to sell your product on the

Internet. What Does The Lazy Marketer Do? Okay... so now we both know that you need a great sales

letter on your website if you want to convert a great number of visitors into sales. You have 3 options: 1. -

Hire a Professional Copywriter Professional copywriters are very expensive but in many cases this is the

best option - if you can afford it! Copywriter fees vary from $497 to $25,000+. You're almost guaranteed a

successful sales letter by hiring a top gun copywriter but if you're just starting out, the 5 figure price tag

puts this option out of reach. 2. - Write Your Own Sales Letter From Scratch Unless you are a highly

skilled copywriter, chances are that you'll end up creating a Frankenstein which doesn't convert. It's

perhaps the cheapest option but if you're a terrible copywriter or hate writing, it won't be worth your time
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and effort. Not recommended at all. 3. - 'Cheat' With Push-Button Software You can legally cheat and

create great looking sales letters every time by cleverly using software that makes it a breeze to put them

together in literally minutes! Sales Letters Creator is the perfect example of this kind of software. You

won't find a better quality application of its kind...especially one this affordable! This is the best option for

lazy marketers who don't want to pay a copywriter or have no writing talent or time to write. I know which

option I'd take... #3 of course! Time is money, and anyway, no-one wants to strain their brain for hour

after hour writing sales letters only to be disappointed by lousy conversions. It makes simple sense that if

there's a pre-made format to work with, such as templates that I can use to suit my product or even just to

get my words flowing, my final results will be much better. Exposing a New and Amazingly Potent

Solution Called the Sales Letter Creator Pro Sales Letter Creator Pro Software! *Pump Out Great Looking

Sales Letters In 50 Less Time *Easy To Use PRE-MADE, High Impact Templates - Just Fill In The Blanks

*No HTML Or Sales Copy Writing Skills Needed *Have Professional Looking Sales Letters Every time

Without The Copywriter's Fee The most advanced and easy to use Sales Letter Generating Software

ever released! With Sales Letter Creator, you'll save money by avoiding costly copywriting fees and be

able to create powerful and persuasive sales letters for your websites completely by yourself in minutes!

Great Sales Letters In A Breeze For Even The Most Unskilled Writer... It doesn't matter if you have never

written copy in your life, you can create stunning work in no time. The power comes from the

Ready-Made Text Formats which are pre-written by an expert copywriter. You simply fill in the blanks and

it does the rest. Quickly Go Through Each Step Filling-In Short Details About Your Product And Let The

Software Do The Rest... * Attention Grabbing Headlines, * Sub Headlines, * Introduction Text Copy, *

Body Copy, * Customer Testimonials, * Money Back Guarantees, * Call To Action Statements, * 'P.S'

Statements and More! When you have gone through the quick steps and filled in the blanks, you only

need to press GO and instantly you have a complete, ready to use Sales Letter in a flash! Finally, the

sales letter html file is made automatically too - you just tell it where to save it and it's there in an instant!

Even A Computer Dummy Can Whip Up A Smoking Hot Sales Letter His First Time! Do you have a

tendency to be all thumbs when it comes to using software and usually end up frustrated before you can

get anything done with it? Sales Letters Creator Pro is so easy to use, if you can follow simple directions,

you can master it the first time you use it. You literally just take each step of filling in the blanks one by

one. All the steps are clearly visible and easy to understand. As soon as you buy your copy of Sales



Letter Creator today, you'll be able to get your first sales letter made before dinner time! Here's just how

easy it is to whip up your first sales letter in under 20 minutes with Sales Letter Creator ... 1. Run the

software (installs on your desktop in a few clicks) 2. Follow the very simple directions you see each step

of the way 3. Fill-in the blanks with the information about your product for each section 4. Insert your

payment processor information for your order link 5. Preview the sales letter to make sure it is how you

want it to look 6. When you're happy with it, click the "Save" button And that's it! Totally simple for the

beginner and a real time saver for the seasoned pro! Get Sales Letter Creator Today! Start creating

winning sales letters in minutes - Click here to download your copy now! You'll Enjoy These Benefits... No

Copywriting skills necessary! Create your sales letters in less than 20 minutes with the pre-loaded

ready-made text templates! Step by step creation process - This software instructs you what to write from

start to finish! Create an unlimited number of new sales letters anytime you need! Never pay expensive

copywriter's fees ever again! Sales Letter Creator Pro.. Does It All! You'll never need to hire a copywriter

or buy a copywriting study course again! You don't even need to know HTML to put together great looking

sales letters with this software. It let's you do everything from making the meta tags, to inserting your

order link, to embedding videos! Your Sales Letter's Will Practically Write Themselves! There has never

been a simpler or faster way to write beautiful sales letters - all the hard work of thinking up and writing

killer copy has been done for you. Your sales letters will practically write themselves because all the

foundation work is already done for you. Simply fill in the blanks and your professional sales letter is

crafted right before your eyes and ready to go in record time. Everything you need to get started right

away is included when you order and download your copy today... *Step-By-Step Process - "Sales Letters

Creator" walks you through a simple step by step process from start to finish. All you do is fill in the

blanks! There is no way you can go wrong with this quick and easy process! *Builds The Web Page For

You - See your web page come together right before your eyes! There is no mucking around with html

code and getting stuff in the right place. Just enter your text in the boxes and click build! Its that simple...

*Dead-Easy To Use - So easy to use that my 16 year old sister successfully turned out 2 sales letters in

one sitting with it! She used the sales letters to sell some of her old shoes on eBay... *Perfect

Presentation Every Time - Its surprising how smart "Sales Letters Creator" is. It will format your sales

letter beautifully every time so your sales letter doesn't end up looking like a dog's breakfast and you don't

have to mess around changing fonts and styles. *Expert Pre-Written Copy - Copywriting is a skill that is



hard to attain but this software is already pre-loaded with awesome copywriting Headlines, Hooks,

phrases and words you can swipe! Use them in your sales letters and it will look like a real professional

wrote it! *No Faster Way To Build A Sales Letter - My record for creating a sales letter with Sales Letter

Creator is a mere 13 minutes. It was almost perfect too, just a few little things to clean up but it still sure

as heck beats banging away at my keyboard for hours on end! *Create Unlimited Sales Letters - You only

need one copy of Sales Letter Creator software and make any number of sales letters anytime you need.

You investment will soon pay for itself because this "pay once, benefit forever" perk is unheard of if you

talk about hiring a professional copywriter - they sting you with a hefty bill every time! What Customers

Think... "Shockingly Efficient" Shocked? You bet I was. Not only does Sales Letter Creator Pro deliver on

everything it promises, but there are even a few extra surprises inside. As rare as it is to find something

that does what it claims to do, Im overjoyed with what this has done for me and my business. -Kevin Enos

"The Sales Letter Creator Pro was a life saver for my business..." All I wish for is that everything I had

ever bought was half as beneficial as the has been. Just when I was ready to give up on ever buying

anything like this, I came across it and Im so thankful that I did. Nothing, and I mean nothing since Ive

tried almost everything else, is even close to this in any regard. -Eric Kowalski "I guess number 87 is the

charm?" After buying a grand total of 86 other products, and spending a lot of cash doing so, I didnt think

that number 87 would really be all that different. Never have I been so thankful to be proven completely

and totally wrong! Not only is the Sales Letter Creator Pro really a steal considering how expensive

and/or low quality its competitors are, but it also beats them hands down in every single aspect. From

features, execution, speed, and sheer potential, I wish I could turn back the clock and not waste any

money on the other 86 products I bought. -Aoun Hussain "It doesn't just live up to the hype...the Sales

Letter Creator Pro demolishes it!" Step by step and inch by inch the Sales Letter Creator Pro clearly

pronounces out what it can do without wasting any time while doing so. Instead of condensed and unclear

instructions, it provides everything that is needed, even though, in reality, the execution is simple enough

that many will not need it! Let me simply say this: If you want a product that is by far one of the easiest,

most pleasurable, and yet most effective to use, then the Sales Letter Creator Pro should top your list.

-Chelsea McConnell "So easy that it's just wrong...but I like it ;)" Words cant even begin to describe how

easy sales letter generation is now. While I may not be a beginner, Im certainly no expert either, yet it is

impossible to think that anyone would have any problems with this sales letter generator software. Really,



it is so easy that it is completely fool proof and no one could possibly ever even come close to doing

anything wrong with it. -Elisa Lynn You too can save a whole lot of money, save time and avoid bad

conversions on your website caused by weakly written sales letters. Professional Sales Letters Without

The Expert's Price Tag! Just because this software pumps out sales letters that look like a professional

wrote doesn't mean you have to pay the same price you'd pay a professional copywriter. Good sales

letters don't have to cost a fortune. When you take into consideration that copywriters charge $495 (and

that's a cheap one) and up for a short sales letter, anything less than that for a similar end product would

be a steal. But I'm not going to charge you like a wounded bull as any expert copywriter would. In fact, I'm

not even asking for half the price of a cheap copywriter's fee. I'm sure you'll be amazed when you see the

unbelievably low price you can get your hands on this software for. And at the moment, you can get an

even better deal during our special New release offer period! For the first week of the release of our Sales

Letter Creator Pro software we'll be charing customers for the crazy low price of 9.99! Yes that's right

read it again. Only 9.99 for the launch release from today until Sunday! I'm sure you're wondering why the

incredibly low price Darryl? Well because I understand that times are rough right now for everyone. Also

that there are alot of marketers out there who are completely frustrated with the constant low conversions

their business continues to receive due to poor ad copy. Now don't be fooled by the extremely low price

tag of this product, this truly is the real deal not he other half assed products you find elsewhere. Dont

hesitate! Every minute you wait means that the price could rise, so be one of the first to BUY the

astonishing at the incredibly low rate it is going for today! -Darryl Green P.S. Every feature that is included

in this sales letter generator, has been carefully and systematically tested in order to ensure the best

results possible. One relatively small payment and you could easily make that much, and more, almost as

quickly as you spent it to buy this software!
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